Giving learners the best of both worlds: do clinical teachers need to guard against teaching pattern recognition to novices?
There has been much debate in the medical education literature regarding the extent to which feature-driven and nonanalytic (similarity-based) reasoning strategies define expertise, but the relative value of teaching these strategies, together or in isolation, remains uncertain. The purpose of this study was to compare the diagnostic accuracy achieved upon receiving instruction to use each strategy in isolation to that of a combined approach. In 2003-04, 48 undergraduate psychology students from McMaster University in Ontario, Canada, were taught to diagnose ten cardiac disorders (including normal) via electrocardiogram (ECG) presentation. Twelve students were instructed to carefully identify all features present before assigning a diagnosis (feature first). Twelve were given the same instruction with notice that some test ECGs had been seen during training (implicit combined). Twelve were simply instructed to trust familiarity and diagnose based on this impression (similarity-based). Finally, 12 students were given feature first and similarity-based instructions in combination (explicit combined). No difference in diagnostic accuracy was observed between the groups given the feature first (42%) and first impression (41%) instructions (p > .4), but the groups instructed to use both strategies (explicitly or implicitly) performed significantly better (56% and 53%, respectively; p < .01). The results support an additive model of clinical reasoning in which instructions to be feature oriented and to trust similarity improve performance in novice diagnosticians.